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Abstract Demand for autonomous swarms, where robots can cooperate with each other
without human intervention, is set to grow rapidly in the near future. Currently, one of the
main challenges in swarm robotics is understanding how the behaviour of individual robots
leads to an observed emergent collective performance. In this paper, a novel approach to
understanding robot swarms that perform foraging is proposed in the form of the Information-
Cost-Reward (ICR) framework. The framework relates the way in which robots obtain and
share information (about where work needs to be done) to the swarm’s ability to exploit
that information in order to obtain reward efficiently in the context of a particular task and
environment. The ICR framework can be applied to analyse underlying mechanisms that
lead to observed swarm performance, as well as to inform hypotheses about the suitability
of a particular robot control strategy for new swarm missions. Additionally, the information-
centred understanding that the framework offers paves a way towards a new swarm design
methodology where general principles of collective robot behaviour guide algorithm design.
Keywords Swarm robotics · Foraging · Modelling · Information flow
1 Introduction
Demand for autonomous multi-robot systems is set to grow rapidly in the near future. Con-
siderable effort is currently being invested in the design of fleets of self-driving taxis (e.g.
Griswold 2016), delivery robots (e.g. Amazon Prime Air 2016), autonomous agricultural
robots (e.g. Cartade et al. 2012) and automated warehouses (e.g. Stiefelhagen et al. 2004). In
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order to become pervasive, these and other robots will need to coordinate and cooperate with
each other while fulfilling on-demand tasks. While many swarm robotic experiments have
been performed both in simulation and in the real world, a framework that organises results
and explains how the behaviour of individual robots affects emergent swarm performance is
still missing. It is therefore often unclear what type of robot control algorithm is suitable in
a given swarm mission and which design decisions can be generalised to other missions. To
this end, several authors have proposed that an information-based understanding of swarm
behaviour can help us to generalise experimental results (e.g. Wang et al. 2012; Miller et al.
2014) and that paying attention to feedback loops between the swarm and the environment
is important (e.g. Gardelli et al. 2007; Fernandez-Marquez et al. 2013).
In this paper, the Information-Cost-Reward (ICR) framework is developed, providing
a high-level, information-based account of robot swarm behaviour during foraging. The
framework defines several metrics that allow for a detailed analysis of mechanisms that lead
to observed swarm performance. Scouting efficiency and information gain rate characterise
information flow within the swarm, i.e. how well robots can acquire and share information and
decrease the swarm’s uncertainty cost. Displacement and misinformation costs are associated
with the ability of the swarm to turn information into reward.
There are two main contributions of our research. First, we compare three robot con-
trol strategies, commonly used in the swarm robotics research, in a number of experimental
scenarios and identify swarm missions in which each strategy leads to the best swarm perfor-
mance. Second, we demonstrate how the ICR framework can be used to understand swarm
performance and to identify aspects of robot behaviour that affect it negatively, and how the
framework can be used to explain and form hypotheses regarding the relative performance
of swarms that employ different control strategies.
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides an account of the literature on
swarm analysis and modelling methods. Section 3 introduces our simulation environment,
robot control strategies, performance metrics and visualisation methods. The performance of
robot swarms is explored initially in Sect. 4, where a simple foraging mission is considered. In
this mission, worksites are “consumed” when encountered by robots and worksite locations
remain constant during an experimental run. The information flow and cost analysis are
presented in Sects. 5 and 6. The ICR framework is formulated in Sect. 7 and is employed
to make sense of swarm behaviour in static central-place foraging and in dynamic foraging
missions, where worksite locations change over time, in Sects. 8 and 9, respectively. Finally,
the experimental results and the ICR framework are discussed more broadly in Sect. 10.
2 Background
Mathematical modelling approaches have been used in order to study the effect of sys-
tem parameters on robot behaviour and swarm performance. These approaches include, for
instance, “property-driven design” (Brambilla et al. 2014), “swarm calculus” (Hamann 2013),
and other models based on probabilistic finite state machines (PFSMs) (e.g. Liu and Winfield
2010; Reina et al. 2015a) and differential equations (DEs) (e.g. Montes de Oca et al. 2011;
Mather and Hsieh 2012; Reina et al. 2015b; Scheidler et al. 2016; Valentini et al. 2016). A
comprehensive overview of these methods can be found in Brambilla et al. (2013). PFSMs
are microscopic, time-discrete, models that describe how the robot population probabilisti-
cally transitions between possible “states” (e.g. “scouting” and “foraging”) in discrete time
intervals. The state transition rates can be calculated in order to link a PFSM model to a
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macroscopic model expressed in terms of DEs. The transition rates are often subject to var-
ious parameters. Parameters that the swarm designer has no control over, e.g. the effect of
interference between robots, are estimated or measured by performing targeted experiments.
Other parameters, such as recruitment time, can be controlled and their effect on swarm
performance can be studied. A related modelling method is Turing Learning (Li et al. 2016),
where the neural network architecture of agents can be inferred automatically through a
co-evolution of models and their classifiers.
Swarm entropy (Sperati et al. 2011) has been used in order to quantify how much order
there is in the observed behaviour of robots. The measure of entropy is inspired by Shannon’s
information theory (Shannon 1948) and characterises the probability of each robot being in
one of N possible discrete states at a given point in time. For example, in the context of a
transport task between two areas, robots needed to form chains when moving from one area
to another (Sperati et al. 2011). The heading of robots was discretised into four possible
directions. Entropy (i.e. “disorder”) of the swarm was high when robots moved randomly,
and it was low when robots synchronised their heading directions, i.e. when they formed
chains. Similarly, hierarchic social entropy (Balch 2000) has been applied to measure the
extent to which robots formed coherent clusters in a coordinated motion task (Ducatelle et al.
2014). Finally, local transfer entropy (LTE) has been used in order to measure information
flow in robot swarms in the context of coordinated motion (Wang et al. 2012; Miller et al.
2014). LTE measures the correlation between a previous “state” (e.g. current velocity) of a
source robot that holds some information, and the next “state” of a destination robot that
reads the information. Positive LTE thus corresponds to coordinated motion in a swarm.
Despite providing valuable insights into swarm behaviour, these approaches have a number
of drawbacks. Models based on PFSMs and DEs are useful when the selected robot behaviour
needs to be parametrised for a specific experiment. However, because their role is to estimate
swarm performance, given specific conditions or parameter values, they cannot explain swarm
behaviour in a way that would allow us to learn something general about the algorithms
used. On the other hand, measures of entropy can, to various degrees, describe more general
properties of swarm behaviour, such as information flow between robots, or their tendency to
coordinate their actions. However, to the best of our knowledge, no study has demonstrated
so far how and whether entropy can be directly related to swarm performance in foraging-like
missions, where the performance is not only dependent on the ability of robots to observe each
other’s actions and to coordinate their behaviour, but also on the structure of the environment
and on interference between robots.
3 Methods
3.1 Simulation environment and swarm missions
All experiments are performed in the ARGoS simulation environment (Pinciroli et al. 2012).1
The simulation takes place in continuous space and it is updated 10 times per second. The
experimental arena contains a centrally located circular base surrounded by worksites (Fig. 1a,
b). A similar setup has been previously used in, e.g. Balch and Arkin (1994), Pitonakova et al.
(2016b), Gutiérrez et al. (2010).
The base has a radius of 3 m and is divided into two sections: an interior recruitment area
and an unloading area around it (Fig. 1c). There is a light source placed above the middle of
1 We discuss the advantages of using this simulation engine in Pitonakova et al. (2016a).
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Fig. 1 a, b ARGoS simulation screenshot of the experimental arena containing a base in the centre and
worksites in the a Heap2 and b Scatter25 scenarios with worksite distance D = 13 m. c A close-up screenshot
of a base and nearby worksites
the base that the robots use as a reference for navigation towards and away from the centre
of the base (as in, e.g. Krieger and Billeter 2000; Pini et al. 2013).
There are two types of scenario: (Fig. 1a, b):
– HeapNW NW{1, 2, 4} high-volume worksites distributed evenly around the base at a
distance D from the base edge
– Scatter25 NW = 25 worksites randomly distributed between distance D and D − 5 m
from the base edge
The total amount of reward in each scenario is set to 100 and the amount of reward per
worksite, V = 100/NW. For example, each worksite in a Heap2 scenario has V = 50,
while worksites in the Scatter25 scenario have V = 4. Each scenario is investigated with
five different values for worksite distance, D ∈ {5, 9, 13, 17, 21} m, from the base edge. The
worksites are cylindrical and have a radius rD = 0.1 m. In order to enable robots close to a
worksite to move towards it, a colour gradient with radius rC = 1 m is centred on the floor
around each worksite (see Fig. 1c).
Two basic types of foraging mission are investigated in each scenario:
– Consumption worksites represent “tasks” or “jobs” that need to be completed by robots
as soon as possible. When a robot is near a worksite, it gradually depletes the worksites’s
volume, increasing the swarm’s total reward by a reward gain rate ρ = 1/400 units per
second. This type of mission is analogous to the “consume” mission explored by Balch
and Arkin (1994), the “task allocation” problem (e.g. Mataric et al. 2003; Lerman et al.
2006; Jevtic et al. 2012, or the “job completion” problem on a manufacturing floor (e.g.
Gerkey and Mataric 2003; Dahl et al. 2009; Sarker and Dahl 2011).
– Collection worksites represent resource deposits that need to be exploited as soon as
possible. A robot can collect a maximum of one unit of volume of resource at a time. A
robot takes one second to load the resource and returns to the base in order to unload it.
Reward is obtained in the base after one second of unloading, i.e. ρ = 1 unit per second.
The robot then returns to the worksite in order to continue foraging from it, provided
that the worksite has not been previously depleted. Similar missions were explored e.g.
in Krieger and Billeter (2000), Lemmens et al. (2008), Ducatelle et al. (2011).
Worksites in both missions are depleted faster when more robots work on them at the same
time. The loading rates for the two missions are set so that worksites take a similar average
time to deplete during both Consumption and Collection, and when different experimental
environments are considered.
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Fig. 2 Finite state machine representation of a a solitary, b local broadcaster, c bee robot
3.2 Robots and robot control strategies
The simulated MarXbots (Bonani et al. 2010) are circular robots with a radius of 8.5 cm.2
Each experiment is performed with three types of homogeneous robot swarms that repre-
sent three different robot control strategies commonly used in the swarm robotics literature
and used here to highlight the ICR framework. The control strategies, described below, are
implemented as finite state machines and visualised in Fig. 2.
– Solitary (also in, e.g. Labella et al. 2006; Yang et al. 2009): robots search the environment
for worksites as “scouts” and become “workers” when they discover a worksite. They do
not communicate worksite locations to each other.
– Local broadcaster (also in, e.g. Gutiérrez et al. 2010; Wawerla and Vaughan 2010;
Ducatelle et al. 2014): workers broadcast information about a worksite that they are
currently working on to scouts that are nearby in order to recruit them.
– Bee (also in, e.g. Krieger and Billeter 2000; Pitonakova et al. 2014; Hecker and Moses
2015; Reina et al. 2015a): robots meet in the base in order to exchange information
about worksites. A robot located in the base can be in one of two states: “recruiter” or
“observer”. A recruiter knows a worksite’s location and spends a certain amount of time
in the base in order to recruit observers to its worksite. Observers that are not recruited
have a small probability, p(S), to leave the base in order to become scouts. Scouts that
are unable to find worksites after a certain period of time abandon scouting and return to
the base to become observers.
The swarms are fully decentralised, and any communication between the robots, if appli-
cable to their control strategy, happens locally, using the range and bearing module with a
signal range of approximately 5 m. Each robot utilises odometry in order to keep track of the
location of its current worksite. Odometry errors may occur as a result of minor differential
steering sensor noise and wheel slippage. See online supplementary material, Section S1, for
additional details about the robot control strategies and their parameters.
2 We have previously described the robots in detail in Pitonakova et al. (2016a).
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3.3 Performance metrics and visualisation
When swarm performance is considered, a control strategy that performs significantly better
than others is referred to as the winning strategy. In static environments, a strategy that makes
the swarm deplete all worksites the quickest, and thus has the lowest mission completion
time, is considered a winning strategy. In dynamic environments, where worksites sponta-
neously disappear, a winning strategy has the highest total reward. Statistical significance
is determined by using Tukey’s honest significant difference (HSD) test (Tukey 1949) in
conjunction with ANOVA, with statistical significance level p = 0.01. Each performance
metric is based on 50 independent simulation runs with different random seeds.
Winning strategies are visualised in matrix plots (e.g. Fig. 3), where each grid cell repre-
sents a mission scenario as a combination of a particular number of worksites and worksite
distance from the base. The grid cell colour represents a winning strategy in that scenario.
On some occasions, there may be more than one winning strategy, provided that the differ-
ences between them are not statistically significant but at least one of them is significantly
better than the third remaining strategy. When there are no statistically significant differ-
ences between any control strategies in a given experiment, all are considered to be winning
strategies. Multiple winning strategies are represented as multiple coloured boxes in a single
matrix plot cell.
Additionally, box plots (e.g. Fig. 4) are utilised for comparing characteristics of multiple
control strategies. A middle horizontal line of a box plot represents a median value of a set of
results. The line is surrounded by a box, representing the inter-quartile range or “middle fifty”
of the result set, and whiskers representing data in the range of 1.5 times the inter-quartile
range, with outliers outside this range shown as plus signs (Matplotlib: Box plots 2017).
4 Consumption in static environments
The relative performances of the control strategies explored here are dependent on the prop-
erties of the experimental scenario being simulated (Fig. 3). Solitary swarms complete the
Consumption mission faster than the other swarms in the least difficult scenarios, where
worksites are numerous and thus easy to find, i.e. in the Scatter25 scenarios with work-
sites that are close to the base. In these environments, recruitment, utilised by both local
broadcasters and bee swarms leads to a strong commitment of multiple robots to a single
worksite, causing physical interference between robots and preventing them from accessing
worksites and from moving around the environment. Additionally, bee swarms also experi-
ence exploitational interference, where robots in the base recruit observers to worksites that
have already been depleted by others.3 Local broadcasters rarely suffer from this type of
interference, since they recruit near worksites and the recruiters thus have more up-to-date
information about whether their worksites still have some reward in them. The disadvantage
of local broadcasters and bee swarms in less difficult scenarios is greater when there are more
robots in the swarm, i.e. when the interference between robots is stronger.
On the other hand, Heap1 scenarios represent the most difficult environments, where
only a single worksite exists and reward is thus difficult to obtain. Local broadcasters and
bee swarms outperform the solitary swarms in most Heap1 environments, since the robots
can share information about where reward is located. Finally, in the intermediate Heap2
and Heap4 scenarios, bee swarms generally cannot perform as well as the other swarms,
3 Exploitational interference was investigated in detail in Pitonakova et al. (2014) as “environmental” inter-
ference.
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Fig. 3 Winning strategies that complete the static Consumption mission the fastest in different environments
using a 10, b 25 and c 50 robots. Box plots of these results are shown in online supplementary material,
Figures S2.1–S2.3
both due to exploitational interference and due to the fact that the bee robots have to spend
additional time travelling to the base to recruit. In these environments, solitary swarms and
local broadcasters perform similarly well when D is small, while more difficult environments
with large D favour local broadcasters.
5 Information flow analysis
Analysing when and how information is acquired by a swarm and how it spreads between
robots is the first step towards understanding why some control strategies are more suitable
than others in a given environment. In this section, two swarm characteristics that characterise
its information flow are introduced: the scouting efficiency and the information gain rate.
5.1 Scouting efficiency
A swarm’s scouting efficiency can be approximated by measuring the time of the first worksite
discovery in a given experimental run. The longer it takes a swarm to discover its first worksite,
the worse scouting efficiency it has. Note that the time of the first, rather than of the last or
median worksite discovery, is evaluated, as it is the least affected by interference between
robots.
All swarms are less efficient at scouting in environments where worksites are far away
from the base, since they have a larger area to search. However, the scouting efficiency of bee
swarms is affected more significantly by worksite distance than that of other swarms, since
bee scouts periodically return to the base in order to check whether there are any recruiters
there, which limits the amount of time that they spend scouting. The inefficient scouting
behaviour of bee swarms is most obvious in the difficult Heap1 environments (see Fig. 4 for
results from Heap1 environments and online supplementary material, Figures S2.4–S2.6, for
results from other environments).
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Fig. 4 Time of the first worksite discovery in the static Consumption mission, Heap1 environments, using a
10, b 25 and c 50 robots. The negative effect of large worksite distance, D, is larger in bee swarms, compared
to the other control strategies. Note the different scales of the y-axis for different values of NR
5.2 Information gain
The amount of information that the swarm has at a given point in time is defined as:
I (t) =
NA∑
W
SW(t) (1)
where NA is the number of active (i.e. not depleted) worksites in the environment and SW(t)
is the number of subscribed robots that know the location of a worksite W at time t . The
information gain,4 ΔI , of a swarm represents the change in I and it is defined as:
ΔI (t) = I (t) − I (t − 1)
=
NA∑
W
[SW(t) − SW(t − 1)]
(2)
Finally, we can obtain normalised information gain, ΔI (t)′, by dividing ΔI by the number
of robots, NR:
ΔI (t)′ = ΔI (t)
NR
(3)
By measuring information gain, we can identify when scouts find new worksites or when
robots are recruited for work. In these cases, a swarm gains new information and ΔI is
positive. Similarly, when robots abandon active worksites, they no longer know their locations
and they have a negative information gain. When no information is gained or lost, ΔI = 0.
For example, in Scatter25, where it is relatively easy to discover worksites as they are
numerous, all swarms generate a large information gain, especially at the beginning of experi-
mental runs, when scouting is the most successful. Solitary robots (Fig. 5a) maintain ΔI ′ > 0
until all worksites are depleted, as the robots are rather evenly spread across the work arena
and thus suffer from minimal interference. The region of the graph during which ΔI ′ > 0
is referred to as a positive information gain region. Solitary swarms have a single positive
information gain region. On the other hand, bee robots (Fig. 5b) learn about worksites in a
4 Information gain is a more general metric inspired by information value that has been formalised in Piton-
akova et al. (2016a)
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Fig. 5 Normalised information gain of a 25 solitary robots, b 25 bee robots in the static Consumption mission,
Scatter25 scenario with D = 9 m
solitary fashion at the beginning of each run, and recruit each other in the base later, and
therefore have two positive information gain regions in this scenario.
5.3 Information gain rate
Information gain rate, i , characterises how quickly positive information gain regions of a
swarm can grow, in other words, how good robots are in discovering worksites and sharing
worksite locations with each other.
In order to calculate i , the normalised information gain time series is first compressed
into time intervals Ti seconds long by summing the individual values of ΔI (t)′ in each Ti
interval. Compressing the data this way makes it possible to identify and measure trends in
ΔI ′, since individual information gain events, such as a robot finding a worksite or a robot
being recruited, that usually occur a few seconds apart, are grouped together into discrete
time intervals. Positive regions are then distinguished from the rest of the compressed time
series by considering intervals during which the compressed information gain, ΔI ∗, remains
positive. Ti is a parameter to the information gain rate calculation, set to Ti = 60 s. Using a
different value does not affect the order of the swarms based on i (see online supplementary
material, Section S3).
Information gain rate of each positive region, iP, is defined as:
iP =
∑TP
T =0 ΔI ∗(T )
TP
(4)
where TP is the length of a positive region in seconds and ΔI (T )∗ is the total compressed
information gain in a given time interval. The information gain rate of a swarm i is the
maximum5 value of iP measured in an experimental run:
i = max (iP) (5)
5 The maximum, rather than median or average iP is used, because it characterises the best-case increase in
information gain, and it is thus less likely to be affected by physical and exploitational interference between
robots. In other words, i represents the upper limit of how quickly robots can gain information in a given
environment.
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Fig. 6 Information gain rate, i , of 25-robot swarms in the static Consumption mission. Bee swarms enjoy the
highest i in most environments, apart from the Scatter25 scenarios when D ≤ 9 m
In solitary swarms, worksite discoveries are more probable when worksites are abundant
or when the work arena is small. Consequently, the information gain rate of solitary swarms
is high when the number of worksites, NW is high and when worksite distance, D, is small
(Fig. 6). A similar trend can be observed for local broadcasters. On the other hand, the
information gain rate of bee swarms varies less across scenarios and generally does not
increase with NW, unless the worksites are far away from the base (D = 21 m) or when
swarms are small (NR = 10, see online supplementary material, Figure S2.7). Since bee
robots share information in the base, they are able to achieve a relatively high information
gain rate in difficult environments like Heap1. However, their information gain rate usually
cannot increase further in less difficult environments due to interference between robots.
Similar trends can be observed for 50-robot swarms (see online supplementary material,
Figure S2.8.).
6 Cost analysis
A swarm that does not know where worksites are located pays a cost associated with this
uncertainty—the robots are roaming the environment instead of earning reward. However, it
is apparent from the comparison between information flow and mission completion time of
swarms that even if robots can obtain information about where worksites are, this information
might be difficult to utilise. For example, even though bee swarms achieve the highest i in
the Heap environments, they very rarely outperform local broadcasters (Fig. 3). On the other
hand, solitary swarms, that achieve the lowest information gain rate in all environments, are
able to complete the Consumption mission faster than any other swarm when worksites are
easy to find.
We propose here that different swarms pay different costs for both lacking information
and for exploiting information. Note that unlike in the optimal foraging literature, where
“costs” usually represent the energy costs of behaviours (Charnov 1976; Fagen 1987), all
costs are quantified here as proportional to the amount of reward that cannot be obtained
by robots. Using this representation of costs makes it possible to precisely identify stages
of a robot’s work cycle that prevent the robot from obtaining reward and to mathematically
relate a swarm’s information flow to the swarm’s performance. In this section, the work
cycle of a robot is first described, and the costs paid at each stage of the work cycle are
defined.
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Fig. 7 The robot work cycle, along with the incurred costs. Arrows next to cost symbols that point upwards
(downwards) indicate that a robot increases (decreases) the amount of that particular cost paid by the swarm
in the previous time step by transitioning from one stage of the work cycle to another
6.1 The robot work cycle
The robot work cycle (Fig. 7) can be generalised to describe both Consumption and Collec-
tion as follows. A robot starts by being unemployed (U) and searches the environment for
information. When it discovers a worksite, either by itself or as a result of being recruited, it
subscribes (S) to that worksite. It then travels to it and becomes laden (L) with resource. It
starts earning (E) reward when it reaches a reward generator. In the Consumption mission,
the reward generator is the worksite itself and laden robots immediately become earning
robots. In the Collection mission, the reward generator is the base and laden robots need
to travel there in order to earn reward. Note that the total number of robots in a swarm,
NR = U + S and that S ≥ L ≥ E .
During each stage of the work cycle, a robot has the potential to incur certain costs,
also depicted in Fig. 7. There are three types of cost: uncertainty cost, CU, incurred by
unemployed robots that do not know where work is located, displacement cost, CD, that
all subscribed robots pay until they reach a reward generator, and misinformation cost, CM,
incurred by robots that are subscribed to depleted worksites and are thus unable to find or
perform work.
Figure 8 shows an example of how these costs are incurred by robots that utilise recruitment
over time. At the beginning of a run, all robots are unemployed, paying the maximum amount
of uncertainty cost. CU decreases when robots learn about a worksite, while CD increases as
some of those robots are recruits that are not yet located at the worksite. When one worksite
gets depleted (just before the first hour in Fig. 8), the total uncertainty cost decreases, since
there is one less active worksite that the swarm needs to know about. However, robots that are
still subscribed to the depleted worksite incur misinformation cost until they determine that
the worksite is in fact depleted and they abandon it. The task is completed when all worksites
are depleted (at around 1.5 h in Fig. 8), and costs fall to 0.
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Fig. 8 An example of costs incurred by robots over time during a single experimental run with 25 local
broadcasters in the static Consumption mission, Heap2 scenario, D = 9 m
Quantifying these costs first requires calculating the amount of reward, r , available per
worksite and per robot:
r = R
′
T
NR × N ′W
(6)
where NR is the total number of robots and N ′W is the total number of worksites that can be
active at the same time (i.e. in static environments, the number of worksites at the beginning
of an experiment). R′T represents the total amount of reward available from the N ′W worksites.
During experiments with static environments, R′T = 100 (see Sect. 3.1). Note that if reward
r could be obtained by all robots from all worksites at the same time, the task would be
instantly completed.
6.2 Uncertainty cost
When all robots are unemployed, no reward can be obtained and the total amount of uncer-
tainty cost thus equals the total reward from all active worksites. When a robot finds out about
a worksite, the swarm’s CU decreases by r . At any given time, the amount of CU a swarm
pays is thus:
CU =
NA∑
W=1
[(NR − SW) × r ] (7)
where NA is the number of active worksites and SW is the number of robots subscribed to a
worksite W . Note that the change in uncertainty cost, ΔCU, relates to the swarm’s information
gain, ΔI , in the following way:
ΔCU = CU(t) − CU(t − 1)
=
⎡
⎣
NA(t)∑
W=1
(NR × r) −
NA(t)∑
W=1
(SW(t) × r)
⎤
⎦
−
⎡
⎣
NA(t−1)∑
W=1
(NR × r) −
NA(t−1)∑
W=1
(SW(t − 1) × r)
⎤
⎦
=
⎡
⎣
NA(t)∑
W=1
(NR × r) −
NA(t−1)∑
W=1
(NR × r)
⎤
⎦ − ΔI × r
(8)
Or:
ΔI × r = −ΔCU +
⎡
⎣
NA(t)∑
W=1
(NR × r) −
NA(t−1)∑
W=1
(NR × r)
⎤
⎦ (9)
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In other words, the swarm’s information gain between time steps (t − 1) and t is directly
proportional to the sum of the decrease in the swarm’s uncertainty cost and the change in
the total available reward from all active worksites. If the number of active worksites at time
step t remains the same as in time step (t − 1), i.e. when no worksites are depleted or added
to the environment, then
∑NA(t)
W=1 (NR × r) −
∑NA(t−1)
W=1 (NR × r) = 0 and ΔI × r = −ΔCU.
6.3 Displacement cost
The displacement cost, CD, is defined as:
CD =
NA∑
W=1
[(SW − EW) × r ] +
ND∑
W=1
[(LW − EW) × r ] (10)
where EW is the number of robots earning reward from a worksite W , ND is the number of
depleted worksites and LW is the number of robots laden with resource from a worksite W .
The first term on the right hand side of Eq. 10 represents the displacement cost incurred by
robots subscribed to, but not located at, active worksites. These robots are either travelling to
worksites after being recruited, or, in the case of the Collection mission, they are travelling
between the base and worksites to unload resource (see Fig. 7). The second term represents
cases when robots laden with resource from depleted worksites travel to the base during the
Collection mission.6
The relationship between a reduction in uncertainty cost and an increase in displacement
cost reflects the extent to which robots that learn about a worksite are able to obtain reward
from it. We can characterise this relationship in terms of the displacement cost coefficient, d ,
as:
d = CD∑NA
W=1(SW × r)
(11)
Note that the denominator in Eq. 11 is the term that gets subtracted from the uncertainty cost
for the robots that know about worksites (see Eq. 7). When d = 0 and ∑NAW=1(SW × r) > 0,
a decrease in uncertainty cost is fully realised as reward, i.e. CD = 0. When d = 1, all robots
that know about worksites are displaced from a reward generator and no reward is obtained,
i.e. CD = ∑NAW=1(SW × r). Intermediate values of 0 < d < 1 indicate that some robots are
displaced and some are receiving reward.
The displacement cost coefficient is affected by the way in which a robot control strategy
utilises information, as well as by the location at which information is shared. Solitary robots
do not pay CD during the Consumption mission, since they do not recruit and consequently
scouts are already present at a worksite when they learn about it. In swarms that do com-
municate, CD is incurred by recruited robots until they reach a worksite advertised to them.
Additionally, in the bee swarms, scouts incur CD when they travel to the base and back in
order to recruit. Therefore, bee swarms have the highest displacement cost coefficient in
most environments (see Fig. 9 for results from 25-robot swarms and online supplementary
material, Figures S2.9 and S2.10 for results from 10- and 50-robot swarms, respectively).
However, when the number of worksites is small, most notably the Heap1 scenarios and
6 The number of laden, rather than subscribed robots, is used in the second right hand side term of Eq. 10, as a
robot that depletes a worksite during the Collection mission abandons it immediately (i.e. it is not subscribed
to it anymore), but it still needs to travel to the base in order to obtain reward.
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Fig. 9 Median displacement cost coefficient, d, of 25-robot swarms in the static Consumption mission. Bee
swarms usually have the highest d, apart from environments where the number of worksites and worksite
distance is small. The d of solitary swarms is always 0
when worksites are very close to the base, local broadcasters experience congestion and their
d is higher than, or similar to, that of bee swarms.
6.4 Misinformation cost
On some occasions, an unladen robot becomes subscribed to a worksite that has been depleted.
Such robots incur a misinformation cost, CM:
CM =
ND∑
W=1
[(SW − LW) × r ] (12)
Recall that robots that are laden with resource from a depleted worksite pay a displacement
cost instead.
Solitary robots do not incur CM during the Consumption mission because they do not
recruit, meaning that when a worksite is depleted, all robots that are subscribed to it imme-
diately become aware of that fact and abandon the worksite (see Fig. 10 for results from
25-robot swarms and online supplementary material, Figures S2.11 and S2.12 for results
from 10- and 50-robot swarms, respectively). A similar trend can be observed for bee robots,
especially in Heap scenarios, since bee robots recruit in the base and, in the case of Con-
sumption missions, only when they initially discover a worksite, which means that recruits
Fig. 10 Misinformation cost, CM, of 25-robot swarms in the static Consumption mission. Local broadcasters
pay a larger CM than the other swarms in Heap environments, while in Scatter25 environments, CM of bee
swarms is the largest. Solitary swarms do not pay CM
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are usually already present at worksites when they become depleted. On the other hand, local
broadcasters pay a relatively high amount of CM in Heap environments, since they recruit
continuously until worksites become depleted, which increases the probability of recruits
travelling to worksites from which reward can no longer be gained.
Note that it only makes sense to consider misinformation cost while there are still active
worksites in the environment. Therefore, CM in static Heap1 environments is always equal
to zero.
7 The Information-Cost-Reward framework
The Information-Cost-Reward framework identifies the relationship between scouting effi-
ciency, information gain rate, the tendency of robots to incur costs and the reward that a
swarm obtains at a given point in time. If robots could immediately turn information into
reward, i.e. if they did not have to travel to worksites and did not suffer from contention for
the same unit of reward, the swarm could earn an expected reward R′:
R′ =
NW∑
W=1
(SW × r) (13)
where NW = NA + ND is the total number of worksites (active and depleted). The amount
of actual reward ΔR, that a swarm is earning at a given point in time, is defined as:
ΔR =
NW∑
W=1
(ρ × EW) (14)
where ρ is the reward intake rate (see Sect. 3.1). Equation 15 shows that a swarm cannot
utilise information about worksites and obtain the full expected reward for free—it has to
pay the displacement and misinformation costs associated with its control strategy, that are
directly proportional to the difference between the expected and the actual reward.
CD + CM =
[ NA∑
W=1
(SW × r) −
NA∑
W=1
(EW × r) +
ND∑
W=1
(LW × r)
−
ND∑
W=1
(EW × r)
]
+
[ ND∑
W=1
(SW × r) −
ND∑
W=1
(LW × r)
]
=
NW∑
W=1
(SW × r) −
NW∑
W=1
(EW × r)
= R′ − r
ρ
× ΔR
(15)
Additionally, by also considering all unemployed (i.e. non-subscribed) robots, we can
show how the sum of all three costs, uncertainty, displacement and misinformation, relates
to the swarm’s actual reward. First, we define the potential reward, R∗, as a sum of the
expected reward and the reward that could be achieved by all unemployed robots from all
active worksites, if the unemployed robots knew where the worksites were located:
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R∗ =
NW∑
W=1
[SW × r ] +
NA∑
W=1
[(NR − SW) × r ]
=
[ NA∑
W=1
(SW × r) +
ND∑
W=1
(SW × r)
]
+
[ NA∑
W=1
(NR × r) −
NA∑
W=1
(SW × r)
]
=
NA∑
W=1
(NR × r) +
ND∑
W=1
(SW × r)
(16)
The sum of all three costs is directly proportional to the difference between the potential
reward and the actual reward:
CU + CD + CM =
[ NA∑
W=1
(NR × r) −
NA∑
W=1
(SW × r)
]
+
[ NA∑
W=1
(SW × r) −
NA∑
W=1
(EW × r) +
ND∑
W=1
(LW × r)
−
ND∑
W=1
(EW × r)
]
+
[ ND∑
W=1
(SW × r) −
ND∑
W=1
(LW × r)
]
=
[ NA∑
W=1
(NR × r) +
ND∑
W=1
(SW × r)
]
−
[ NA∑
W=1
(EW × r) +
ND∑
W=1
(EW × r)
]
= R∗ − r
ρ
× ΔR
(17)
Figure 11 graphically summarises the Information-Cost-Reward framework formalised
above. A swarm is understood as a single entity that acts on its environment in order to obtain
reward. Reward, situated in worksites, is dispersed in the environment in a certain way, and
there is a certain probability, p(W ), associated with a worksite being located at a given
point in space. Scouts play the role of a swarm’s sensors. They find new information about
where worksites are, decreasing the amount of CU that the swarm pays. Since the swarm
has new information about worksites, expected reward, R′, is generated. Upon acquiring a
new piece of information, scouts can become workers, but they can also pass the information
that they have to other members of the swarm in order to recruit more workers. The swarm’s
information gain, ΔI , describes when information is gained and lost, while the information
gain rate, i , characterises how quickly robots can gain information about worksite locations
through scouting or recruitment.
Workers act as actuators of the swarm. They can share information with each other, and
they turn the information that they have into actual reward, R. However, there is a potential,
unique to each combination of a robot control strategy, environment structure, and swarm
mission that the workers incur displacement cost in order to utilise information and obtain
reward. Furthermore, by acting on the environment, workers eventually cause worksites to
become depleted. This can result in exploitational interference and in misinformation cost
being incurred. At the same time, depletion of worksites decreases p(W ), causing scouts to
become less successful over time.
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Fig. 11 Graphical representation of the Information-Cost-Reward framework. Arrows next to symbols that
point upwards (downwards) indicate that a particular cost or probability increases (decreases) compared to
the previous time step, as a result of an action that the swarm takes
Analyses supported by the ICR framework allow us not only to explain the observed
performance of a swarm, but also to form hypotheses about how swarms will perform in new
missions and environments. This is demonstrated in the following two sections.
8 Displacing the reward: Collection in static environments
Recall that during the Consumption mission, bee swarms are disadvantaged, as they pay an
unnecessary amount of displacement cost as a result of limiting their recruitment activity to
occur only in the base. However, in the Collection mission, robots need to periodically travel
between worksites and the base in order to drop off resource. In the terminology of the ICR
framework, a robot needs to periodically displace itself away from its worksite in order to
obtain reward. It is therefore hypothesised that:
Hypothesis 8.1 Provided that their information gain rate is comparable to that achieved
during Consumption tasks, bee swarms will outperform the other control strategies in the
Collection mission, since the higher displacement costs that result from recruitment in the
base will be compensated for by the fact that the Collection task requires all robots to travel
to the base.
An ICR analysis (see online supplementary material, Section S4) reveals that the scouting
efficiency and the information gain rate of swarms are indeed similar during Collection
and Consumption. This is because the structure of the environments remains the same. Bee
swarms usually have the highest information gain rate, followed by local broadcasters and
solitary swarms, but their scouting efficiency is negatively affected by worksite distance to a
higher degree than in the other swarms. On the other hand, displacement cost, CD, is incurred
by robots from all three swarms and during the majority of a robot’s work cycle.
Hypothesis 8.1 is supported in the Heap environments (Fig. 12), most notably in Heap1,
where bee swarms gain a significantly higher reward from Collection than other swarms. In
these environments, bee swarms can take advantage of their high i , while their displacement
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Fig. 12 Winning strategies that complete the static Collection mission the fastest in different environments
using a 10, b 25 and c 50 robots. Box plots of these results are shown in online supplementary material,
Figures S4.11–S4.13
cost becomes less relevant due to the nature of the mission. On the other hand, they cannot
outperform the other swarms in easy environments, where the number of worksites is high
(NW = 25) or when worksites are close to the base (D = 5 m). This is caused by the fact
that apart from information gain rate and displacement cost, misinformation cost affects the
swarm performance as well. Bee swarm robots incur the highest CM in most environments
(see online supplementary material, Section S4.4), i.e. they exhibit the highest exploitational
interference. This is very disadvantageous in environments like Scatter25, where the swarm
needs to spread out in order to explore and exploit the environment efficiently.
9 Missing opportunities: Working in dynamic environments
In the dynamic environments explored here, worksite locations change periodically over time.
Each experimental run is split into a number of change intervals. At the end of each interval,
undepleted worksites are removed from the environment and new worksites are added at
locations randomly generated according to the scenario type. There are two versions of each
dynamic mission, a slow and a fast version. The environment changes 10 times in the slow
and 20 times in the fast version, representing different degrees of challenge. Refer to the
online supplementary material, Section S5 for further details on how dynamic environments
were set up.
Unlike in static environments, swarms in dynamic environments need to re-discover work-
sites after the environment changes. Furthermore, reward from a given worksite is only
available temporarily, which means that it needs to be extracted as soon as possible, making
it more important for the swarm to spread itself evenly across worksites and to minimise its
displacement and misinformation costs. It is thus hypothesised that:
Hypothesis 9.1 Inefficient scouting behaviour of bee swarms will cause them to have lower
scouting efficiency relative to the other swarms in a greater number of dynamic, compared
to static, environments.
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Fig. 13 Median time of the first worksite discovery in each change interval in the slow dynamic Consumption
mission, Heap1 environments, using a 10, b 25 and c 50 robots. The negative effect of large worksite distance,
D, is larger in bee swarms, compared to the other control strategies. Note the different scales of the y-axis for
different values of NR
Fig. 14 Winning strategies in the slow dynamic Consumption mission using a 10, b 25 and c 50 robots. Box
plots of these results are shown in online supplementary material, Figures S5.45a, S.5.46a and S.5.47a
Hypothesis 9.2 Bee swarms, that have an unnecessarily high displacement cost coefficient in
the static Consumption mission, will perform significantly worse than other control strategies
in the dynamic version of the mission.
Hypothesis 9.3 Solitary swarms, that have the lowest tendency to incur misinformation
cost, will achieve a performance benefit over other strategies in more scenarios when an
environment is dynamic. By extension, strategies that incur high misinformation cost will
perform poorly in dynamic environments.
Figure 13 shows the scouting efficiency of swarms in the slow dynamic Consumption
mission. Refer to online supplementary material, Section S5.1 for analysis of scouting effi-
ciency in other missions. In line with Hypothesis 9.1, bee swarms are not able to discover
new worksites after the environment changes as quickly as the other swarms. Their difficulty
is apparent regardless of worksite distance form the base, but it is stronger when worksites
are further away. This also negatively affects the ability of bee robots to gain and share infor-
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Fig. 15 Winning strategies in the slow dynamic Collection mission using a 10, b 25 and c 50 robots. Box
plots of these results are shown in online supplementary material, Figures S5.48a, S.5.49a and S.5.50a
mation, preventing bee swarms from reaching the highest i in many dynamic environments
(see online supplementary material, Section S5.2).
Figure 14 and Figure S5.43 in the online supplementary material depict winning strategies
in the slow and fast dynamic Consumption missions and support the expectations of Hypoth-
esis 9.2. Even though bee swarms perform similarly well compared to the other swarms in the
Heap1 environments during the static Consumption mission (see Fig. 3), their performance
is very rarely equivalent and never better than that of other swarms in the dynamic Consump-
tion mission. While their poor performance is caused partially by their inefficient scouting,
it is also low due to their inefficient use of information and extremely high displacement
cost coefficient (see online supplementary material, Section S5.3). On the other hand, in line
with Hypothesis 9.3, solitary swarms outperform the other swarms in a greater number of
environments compared to the static Consumption mission, due to the lower costs that they
incur (see online supplementary material, Sections S5.3 and S5.4).
According to Hypothesis 9.3, local broadcasters, which pay the highest amount of CM
in Heap environments (see online supplementary material, Section S5.4), should be outper-
formed by other swarms. This is, however, not true, and local broadcasters are a winning
strategy in most Heap environments in the dynamic Consumption mission. This is because
they are able to trade off high CM for a relatively fast information gain rate and a relatively
low displacement cost incurred (see online supplementary material, Sections S5.2 and S5.3).
Winning strategies in the dynamic Collection mission are depicted in Fig. 15 and in online
supplementary material, Figure S5.44. As was the case in the static Collection mission, bee
swarms are the winning strategy in the most difficult environments, such as Heap1 and
Heap2 with a large D, especially when the environment changes slowly. However, in line
with Hypothesis 9.3, bee swarms do not perform as well as in the static Collection mission
(see Fig. 12) in scenarios with intermediate and low difficulty, such as the Heap2, Heap4 and
Scatter25 scenarios with a small D. In these dynamic environments, bee swarm robots tend to
overcommit to worksites, incurring a higher amount of CM than the other swarms (see online
supplementary material, Section S5.4). Their displacement cost is still “discounted” to some
extent by the nature of the Collection task, but to a lesser degree than was the case in static
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environments. The disadvantage of bee swarms is more pronounced when the environment
changes quickly (see online supplementary material, Figure S5.44).
The advantage of solitary swarms over the other swarms is smaller in the dynamic Col-
lection, compared to the dynamic Consumption mission, especially when the environment
changes slowly. However, Hypothesis 9.3 is still supported, as solitary swarms never outper-
form the other swarms when performing Collection in static environments (see Fig. 12). The
difficulty encountered by solitary swarms during dynamic Collection missions stems from
the fact that the robots need to travel between the base and worksites and are therefore not
able to sample the environment as quickly. This difficulty is also reflected by their lower
information gain rate (see online supplementary material, Section S5.2).
10 Discussion
10.1 Summary
We have performed simulated experiments with three types of homogeneous robot swarms
(solitary, local broadcaster and bee) in the context of collective foraging and have identi-
fied relevant metrics, under the umbrella of the Information-Cost-Reward framework, that
affect swarm performance. Scouting efficiency is related to the ability of swarms to discover
new worksites. Information gain rate, i , measures how well robots are able to obtain new
information and share it amongst themselves, decreasing the swarm’s uncertainty cost, CU.
Displacement cost, CD, and misinformation cost, CM, characterise how efficiently a swarm
can turn information about worksites into reward. Displacement cost is incurred by robots
that are informed about worksites but are spatially remote from them and are therefore unable
to immediately obtain reward. Misinformation cost is incurred by robots with outdated infor-
mation that are attempting to reach a worksite that has already been depleted by others.
Recruitment often leads to a tendency of robots to incur CD and CM, with the extent of these
costs depending on the structure of the environment and on scouting and recruitment strate-
gies of the robots. The sum of CD and CM accounts for the difference between the swarm’s
expected reward, which the swarm should be receiving based on the number of robots that
know about worksites, and the actual reward that the swarm receives at a given point in time.
The sum of all three costs, CU, CD and CM, is equal to the difference between the potential
reward available in the environment and the swarm’s actual reward.
The relationship between the characteristics of a robot control strategy and properties of
the environment is complex, and there is often a trade-off between being able to achieve a
high information gain rate, usually through recruitment, and having to pay costs associated
with discovering, sharing and using information about worksites. This trade-off is usually
described in terms of the “exploration versus exploitation” paradigm. As we have shown
here, exploration can further be divided into its scouting and recruitment aspects, and its
effectiveness measured by scouting efficiency and information gain rate. Exploitation has
various costs associated with it that manifest themselves to varying degrees depending on
the swarm’s control strategy and the nature of the swarm’s mission and of its environment.
Solitary swarms, that do not use recruitment and thus have a small i but also pay a small
amount of CD and CM, outperform the other swarms in the least difficult environments
where worksites are easy to find. This is especially true in dynamic environments, where
worksite locations change over time, and where worksites thus need to be discovered and
exploited quickly. Local broadcasters, that recruit each other near worksites, usually have a
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higher i and pay a higher amount of CD and CM than solitary swarms and are thus suitable in
environments where worksites are more difficult to discover. Bee swarms, where robots recruit
each other in the base, usually achieve the highest i , but they also incur high displacement
and misinformation costs. This is often disadvantageous in the Consumption mission and
in dynamic environments, where robots are required to spend as much time as possible
outside of the base exploring and exploiting the environment. On the other hand, the costs of
bee swarms are, to a certain extent, “discounted” during Collection, since the mission itself
required the robots to travel to the base, allowing bee swarms to outperform other control
strategies in many environments. Similar trends in relative performances of various robot
control algorithms with and without recruitment have been identified by other authors (e.g.
Krieger and Billeter 2000; Gutiérrez et al. 2010; Wawerla and Vaughan 2010; Sarker and
Dahl 2011; Lee et al. 2013; Hecker and Moses 2015).
10.2 The ICR framework and future work
The ICR framework is conceptually located between swarm analysis approaches, which are
based on information theory and measure entropy in observed collective behaviour, and
mathematical modelling approaches, which describe the behaviour of swarms as a whole by
using differential equations.
It has previously been suggested that swarms should be understood as information-
processing cognitive systems (Trianni et al. 2011; Reina et al. 2015b). In contrast to traditional
information-based approaches, the ICR framework characterises information flow not in
terms of transfer entropy, but in terms of the information gain rate, i . This approach has the
following three advantages. Firstly, transfer entropy is to some extent a proxy measure of
information flow, because it measures the coupling between “states” of two agents at two
different time steps, rather than measuring whether information was exchanged between
them. On the other hand, information gain, ΔI , the rate of which is used in this paper to
characterise information flow, is calculated as a change in the number of informed robots and
it thus directly captures information exchange. Secondly, since ΔI is based on the number of
informed robots, it does not require us to define what a robot “state” is in relation to having
information about a worksite. Informed robots may be performing a number of different
operations, for example, gathering resources, travelling to the base, etc., as is typical for
foraging and other swarm tasks. Thirdly, unlike entropy, information gain can be directly
related to the amount of uncertainty cost that the swarm pays (see Sect. 6.2, Eqs. 8 and 9)
and thus to the ability of the swarm to turn information into reward (see Sect. 7, Eq. 17).
Unlike mathematical modelling approaches, the ICR framework is not suitable for mod-
elling the swarm per se. Because of this, it is not possible to use it for precisely predicting
or optimising swarm performance, or to study macroscopic robot population dynamics, as
can be done by using probabilistic finite state machines and differential equations (e.g. Liu
and Winfield 2010; Montes de Oca et al. 2011; Mather and Hsieh 2012; Reina et al. 2015b;
Scheidler et al. 2016; Valentini et al. 2016). Similarly, it is not possible to use the framework
to uncover behaviour rules of agents, as can be done by using Turing Learning (Li et al.
2016). The ICR framework is instead useful in the following two ways. Firstly, it allows us to
precisely identify what part of the robot work cycle leads to the observed swarm performance
by characterising information flow and various costs that robots incur. Secondly, it is useful
when forming hypotheses about the performance of swarms in new missions, i.e. it can guide
algorithm selection, as it was demonstrated in Sects. 8 and 9. As a further example, consider
the following scenario.
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Consider a bee-inspired swarm that initially is optimised to discover and collect minerals.
When the same swarm is deployed to search for and rescue hikers, performance strongly
deteriorates. A parameter optimisation technique is used to determine a new set of parame-
ter values that satisfy the performance requirements of the new search-and-rescue mission.
However, it is likely that the newly optimised behaviour will deliver a poor performance again
in a different context, for example when hiker density or hiker movement patterns change
over the course of the year. Using the ICR framework to analyse the swarm performance
could reveal that bee-inspired swarms perform poorly in dynamic environments due to their
poor scouting efficiency and the high displacement and misinformation costs that they pay.
We could, for example, hypothesise that the scouting efficiency of the swarm will improve
when a number of bee scouts will always be active in the environment. Or, we could form
and test a hypothesis that a local broadcaster algorithm, where robots do not periodically
travel to a central location, will incur a lower costs and thus deliver a better performance. In
other words, we would be able to apply high-level knowledge about various robot control
algorithms to form hypotheses about their performance.
Because it can facilitate understanding of underlying mechanisms that lead to macro-
level behaviour, the ICR framework is the first step towards a swarm design methodology
where design principles can be separated from algorithm implementation and shared between
research groups and with the robotics industry. Recent experiments have shown that both man-
ual and automated swarm design methodologies significantly benefit from being constrained
to a set of possible robot behaviours, as opposed to being open-ended (Francesca et al. 2014).
Using the ICR framework, we could identify such behaviour sets by studying how different
parts of robot control algorithms affect the overall swarm performance. To this end, we are
currently working on a catalogue of “design patterns” for robot swarm foraging. We are also
performing more simulated and real-world experiments with different robot control strategies
in order to verify the ICR framework and validate the simulation studies presented here.
In the future, the ICR framework has to be verified, and possibly refined, based on data
from a wider variety of swarm foraging tasks. These tasks could involve, for instance, costly
transitions between worksites, a changing number of robots or worksites, heterogeneous robot
swarms, or worksites that multiple robots have to cooperate on. It is probable that the ICR
framework will need to be extended to account for types of costs other than those discovered
in simulation studies presented here. For example, a “cooperation” cost might be incurred
when robots need to wait for each other in order to work together. Nevertheless, here we have
demonstrated a methodology for identifying these costs and for relating them to the swarm
information flow and performance. Finally, it is important to further understand the effect of
robot parameters, such as sensor range, communication range, wheel speed, sensory-motor
noise on information flow and costs.
11 Conclusion
Algorithms for swarm foraging are currently difficult to understand and design due to the
nonlinear nature of the emergent collective behaviour. The Information-Cost-Reward frame-
work developed in this paper demonstrates how information flow in swarms can be formally
related to the amount of reward that a swarm receives from the environment during forag-
ing. Because of its emphasis on a more high-level, information-centred understanding, the
framework allows us to not only explain existing behaviour, but also to hypothesise about
the relative performance of robot control strategies in new missions and environments. This
work is a step towards a design methodology where swarm control algorithms are created by
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selecting the appropriate robot behaviour, such as a certain scouting or recruitment strategy,
based on its effect on swarm performance. Unlike the existing swarm modelling methods,
that are often used for robot algorithm optimisation, the ICR framework is useful during
algorithm selection, complementing existing approaches.
The ICR framework also has implications for the field of swarm cognition (Trianni et al.
2011). By understanding a swarm as a single entity that gathers and processes information,
the framework can help us to gain insights into how collective intelligence emerges, since
it allows us to ask fundamental questions, such as what the importance of embodiment in
collective intelligence is, or what properties of information flow inside a distributed system
lead to a desired collective action.
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